25 x 50 Keystone Angled Faceplate Adaptor

Keystone angled faceplate adaptors 25 x 50 (KA45°ep)

These 25 x 50 angled adaptors have been designed for use with “Euro” 25 x 50 faceplates

Features

- Angled modules minimize issues with bend radius and are suitable for use with shallow backboxes or larger keystones
- Available in bright white (for faceplates and trunking) and black (for floor boxes etc)
- Supplied with an optional hinged shutter, which minimizes the effect of dust
- Accommodate keystones which protrude beyond the faceplate, such as fibre, ‘F’ type and speaker connectors
- Window and paper labelling facility
- Accommodate most keystone jacks
- Not ideal for HDMI connectors

Specifications

- Colour: Black (KA45bkep) or white (KA45whep)
- Material: ABS UL94-V0
- Dimensions: 25 x 17 x 50 mm (L x W x H)
- Weight: 5g approx
- Packaging: in individual polythene bag then in packs of 20
ROHS Compliant

Code: KA45*ep

Operation temperature: -40°C ~ +70°C
Material: Fireproof ABS UL-94V0

* wh = white
  bk = black